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Little Rock Chapter Information

Chapter President’s Message
I am humbled, honored and privileged to assume the role of
President of CSI Little Rock (2017-2018). I am deeply grateful to my
predecessor, Clark Wood, for his leadership and outstanding
contributions to CSI during his presidency, and the members of the
Board. I am inspired by their commitment to CSI and all of their
achievements. Indeed, the growth of CSI has been propelled
collectively by the individuals and all the past presidents and past members of the Little
Rock Chapter.
As I come into this position there are some ideas that I would like to see happen for the
growth and development of our chapter.
Increase membership renewals: Our membership committee to work with staff to
rewrite all messaging to new and renewing members. Have them review the
communications timeline and ensure we are following best practices and reminding
members to renew throughout the year in a variety of ways. We are going to set a
measurable goal, such as a 15% increase in renewals over the previous year.
Focus on new member onboarding: Assist our membership committee and staff
with finding new ways to roll out the welcome mat and make a great first impression.
We need to make it easy for new members to get engaged. Oftentimes, successful
onboarding ends up being the most effective retention tool we have.
Improve collaboration with affiliated organizations: Perhaps it is a meeting of the
minds, or a joint position. Maybe we can co-sponsor an event or short-term effort
together. Work to build bridges and improve influence in a broader community. This
way we might be able to get more industries involved that have previously felt that
CSI wasn’t for them.
I look forward to continuing this important work towards fulfilling the roles and continuing to
help the chapter grow.

Inspirational Quote of the Day—Excellence
Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection
we can catch excellence.
Vince Lombardi

When a team outgrows individual performance and
learns team confidence, excellence becomes a
reality.
Joe Paterno
Excellence is doing ordinary things extraordinarily
well.
John W. Gardner

If you are going to achieve excellence in big things,
you develop the habit in little matters. Excellence is
not an exception, it is a prevailing attitude.
Colin Powell

Those who attain any excellence, commonly spend
life in one pursuit; for excellence is not often
gained upon easier terms.
Samuel Johnson

CSI to Elevate Ten Members to Fellowship at Annual Convention
Alexandria, Va. (June 23, 2017) – The Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) announced
today that the organization will elevate ten members to Fellows of the Institute during the
Honors & Awards Ceremony at CONSTRUCT 2017 & The CSI Annual Convention in
Providence, Rhode Island, on Thursday, September 14, 2017.
Fellows are nominated by their colleagues and selected by CSI's Jury of Fellows in
recognition of their accomplishments in advancing construction technology, improving
construction specifications, educating people in the construction industry or advancing the
goals of the Institute.
CSI members joining this distinguished group in 2017 are:
Edmund C. Buch, CSI, CCS of CSI’s Los Angeles Chapter
Brandilyn B. Fry, CSI, CDT of CSI’s Akron-Canton Chapter
Frank E. Fuller, CSI of CSI’s Dallas Chapter
Thad Goodman, CSI, CDT of CSI’s Columbus Chapter
Timothy J. Gottwalt, CSI, CCPR of CSI’s Charlotte Chapter
Marvin Kemp, CSI, CDT of CSI’s Baltimore Chapter
Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT of CSI’s Little Rock Chapter
J.W. Mollohan, CSI, CCPR of the Kansas City Chapter
Daryl G. Robinson, RA, CSI, CCS of CSI’s Pikes Peak Chapter
Anne Marie Roeper, CSI, CCPR of CSI’s Jacksonville Chapter

ABOUT BILLY J. MATHIS, CSI, CDT
Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT, having proudly served his Country as a Law Enforcement Specialist
in the United States Air Force for 22 years, retired and went to work for Taggart Architects in
April 1998. His title there is Administrative Assistant for Architecture where his job involves
coordination of all Project Manuals for the office, preparing and coordinating all Contracts,
preparing Letters of Agreement, and any other general task assigned. Billy is starting his 20st
year as a member of this Firm.
Billy’s involvement with CSI began in October 1998 where he recognized that he would
benefit greatly from the organization and the educational opportunities they offered. Shortly
after that he took on the role as Treasurer for the Little Rock Chapter, CSI. From there, Billy
has served as a Chair or Member of every Committee and Office in the Little Rock Chapter,
been the Awards Chair as well as the President-Elect and President and has now volunteered
to be the Planning Chair for the Gulf States Region. Billy has also served on the Institute
Awards Committee (currently in his 7th consecutive year), the Region Allocation Program
Task Team as De-Facto Chair, and is currently in his second year as Institute Director from
the Gulf States Region.
Billy is married to his lovely wife, Karen Sand has two grown Kids, Allison R. Jordan and
Robert J. Mathis. Billy is also an avid Arkansas Razorback and Green Bay Packer fan.

In the organization’s 69-year history, less than 450 members have been elevated to
Fellowship. For more information on CSI Fellows visit the CSI Fellowship page on
CSIResources. CSI members and colleagues are encouraged to attend the CSI Honors &
Awards Ceremony where the Fellowship Investiture will take place. There is no charge to
attend the Ceremony. Immediately following the Ceremony, there will be a Celebration of
Fellows Reception ($). To register to attend the Ceremony and Celebration, visit the
CONSTRUCT 2017 & The CSI Annual Convention website at www.constructshow.com.
About CSI
CSI is a national association dedicated to improving the documentation, management and
communication of building information as used by the construction community. CSI
accomplishes its mission through the development of construction standards and formats
such as MasterFormat and UniFormat; the promulgation of those formats through master
guide specifications and building information management (BIM) software; training and
certification programs, including the Construction Document Technology (CDT) and Certified
Construction Contract Administrator (CCCA) exams; publication of The Construction Specifier
magazine; and a membership of decision-makers who identify and specify building product
solutions. CSI members include a cross-section of specifiers, architects, contractors,
suppliers and other construction project professionals who are touched by construction
documentation. For more information, visit www.csiresources.org or call 800.689.2900.
About CONSTRUCT 2017
CONSTRUCT is your most cost effective strategy for combining educational opportunities
with practical, real-world, product and service solutions for your business success. This event
is dedicated to the institutional, industrial and commercial building industry. If you design,
build, specify, engineer, renovate or operate in the built environment, this is your event. For
additional information and to register, visit www.constructshow.com.

YOUR CHAPTER BOARD OF
DIRECTORS AT WORK
Your Little Rock Chapter Board of Directors is working hard to make the Little Rock Chapter
more relevant to the local Construction Community.
LRCSI Board Meeting – May 5, 2017
1.

President Call to Order:
Meeting called to order at 12:04 by President Clark Wood.
Quorum present:

2.

Secretary’s Meeting Minutes:
No comments – Minutes approved.

3.

Reading of Financial Report:
Treasure’s Report.
Verbal report of Account Status Given
End of Year Processing beginning. Final Report in July.

4.

Secretary: No Correspondence to review.

5.

Old Business:
a.

6.

No Old Business to Discuss

New Business:
a.

Chapter Re-Organization.
Review the article to be published in the Newsletter for information and
description of what is being proposed. Input from membership sought.

b.

Upcoming Activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Habitat for Humanity—Rock the Block
Awards—Institute: Communication Award / Fellowship / Outstanding
Chapter Commendation (pending July submittal)
Golf Tournament—May 12th
Construct is in Providence Rhode Island in September. Make plans to
attend.

c.

New members. To use cash reverses to provide incentive for persons to take
the CDT exam and become members. Still under discussion.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Discussed what this would pay for. CDT exam? Training and study
materials? 1st year membership paid?
Clark suggested to pay for 1st year membership first and then the CDT
exam.
Possibly limit to have 3 people, and if successful possibly more the next
time. Try to promote.
Implementation. Advertise the application on the CSI Newsletter.
David to motion that $2,000 be used to make a program that would pay
half dues to those who agree to take the CDT exam – Motion approved
12:27.
Discussed that this would not interfere with the scholarship fund.
David to put together a small committee to get this rolling.

Meeting adjourned at 12:45.
As a Side Report for the Golf Tournament which was completed on May 12th, the following
information is provided.
1.

The field for the Tournament consisted of 15 teams, the most teams in a long while.

2.

The First Place Team was the team representing Taggart Architects. They posted a
55—which is 17 under par. Just so you know, this team consisted of Members of the
Country Club of Arkansas who were available to play that morning.

3.

The Second Place Team was the Team representing Airtech / Northwest Controls.
They posted a respectable score of 60—which is 12 under par. This team was Randy
Moore, Wade Wetzler, Chris Nichols, and Tony Demarco.

4.

The Third Place Team was the Team representing Duro-Last. The posted a
respectable score of 61—which is 11 under par. This team was Derrick Crews,
Ronnie Reynolds, Fletcher White, and Dana Small.

5.

All the teams playing in the tournament posted under par scores which is fantastic.

The Little Rock Chapter would like to thank all those who played in the tournament and those
who sponsored our efforts.
Sherwin Williams, Plunkett Distributing , Advanced Fluid Technologies, Cromwell Architects,
Lunday & Assoc - Firestone, Arkansas Wall System, LLC, Wurth Louis and Company,
Taggart Architects, Allegion (PC Hardware), Duro-Last, Airtech/Northwest Controls, TME,
Baldwin & Shell, ABC Block Co., EVO Business Environments, Tubelite, Inc, Mohawk, Ace
Glass, 3-Form, Hardware Services, LLC, Kawneer, Brandon Company, Malarkey Roofing
Products, Allegion, Mannington Commercial, and WG Paver. Without their help, this whole
tournament would have not been possible.

If you are interested in following the Little Rock Chapter, our links are as follows (for Facebook and LinkedIn look for the Little Rock Chapter):
Website: http://littlerock.csinet.org/

Facebook: www.facebook.com

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com
If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information provided by CSI, See the slides shown from the “Why CSI” presentation

Article Submitted by Sheldon Wolfe,
FCSI, CCS—Construction Specifier,
Curmudgeon, Heretic Architect

Small brush with fame
One of the most treasured awards I received from CSI is the
Ben John Small Memorial Award. First presented in 1996, and
limited to one per year, only eleven people have received this
award.
The award, originally intended "to honor those who have
achieved outstanding stature and proficiency as specifiers," is
named after Ben John Small, charter member and president of
the Metropolitan New York Chapter. Ben was well known as an
educator; he was a frequent lecturer at Columbia University, Princeton University, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and the Virginia Polytechnic Institute. He wrote columns for Pencil Points
Magazine, which later became Progressive Architecture. He also wrote a number of books, including
Architectural Practice, Building check list, and Streamlined specifications standards. (I have two of
these books in my library.)
A couple of years after receiving the award, I was at the CSI office in Alexandria for an Institute board
meeting. I recalled seeing an article about Ben John Small in the Construction Specifier, but all I could
remember was that his son worked at the Smithsonian. I had a little extra time before my flight, so I
went to the Smithsonian in hopes of meeting him.
I started my search at the information desk. "I'm looking for someone named Small. Do you know
where I could find him?"
With a somewhat stern look, the receptionist replied, "Mr. Small is on the hill today. What did you want
to see him about?"
I told her the Small I was looking for might be the son of Ben John Small. She asked for my phone
number and said she would pass it on. And that, I thought, was that.
Later that day, as I was leaving for the airport, my cell phone rang.
"Is this Sheldon Wolfe?"
"Yes. What can I do for you?"
"This is Lawrence Small, Secretary of the Smithsonian. I heard you stopped in to see me." You can
imagine my surprise as I realized that this wasn't just some guy who worked at the Smithsonian, but
the boss!

Mr. Small invited me to come back, but I didn't have time. He then told me to call him in advance the
next time I was in Washington. I took him up on his offer and called before the next board meeting.
After greeting me on the first floor, he gave me a behind-the-scenes tour of the Castle (the
administrative home of the Smithsonian). His office was a museum in itself, with a space suit, the
Lone Ranger's mask, a watch that was worn by an astronaut, and several other unique items on
display. How much fun would it be to decorate your office with the entire Smithsonian to draw from?!
After talking about a controversial exhibit that included the nose of the Enola Gay, the B-19 used to
drop an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Lawrence told me an interesting story about the end of World
War II. The story involved a pink cap that is part of the "Price of Freedom" exhibit in the Smithsonian.
The cap belonged to Sandra Roche, who was born in 1945 in a Japanese internment camp in
Weihsien, China (now Weifang). Food in the camp was inadequate, and Sandra developed rickets.
The camp was liberated by seven American paratroopers 17 August 1945, just three days after
Japan surrendered. Sandra's mother asked the paratroopers to sign the pink cap; she then used
blue thread to embroider their signatures onto the cap.
And now, as Paul Harvey would say, "the rest of the story." About twenty years later, Lawrence met
Sandra, and they were married in 1967.
Awards often mean little to people who don't belong to the organization that presents them. While
the awards may be appreciated by members of the organization, and may contribute to obtaining
other awards or honors, they typically don't have much impact on the recipient's job or career. The
reason, of course, is that people outside of the organization don't know about the awards. Most
people don't blow their own horns, so unless someone else does something to publicize awards,
they remain secret.
CSI has a great history of preaching to the choir. It's fine to tell each other about what we're doing or
what we've done, but shouldn't we also tell the rest of the world? If you're bringing in an expert, a top
-notch speaker, or a celebrity to address a chapter meeting, spread the word! The construction
community is the obvious target, but there are times when the general public should be invited.
Many chapters have had a Frank Lloyd Wright impersonator speak, but how many realized that
people who aren't involved in construction are FLW fans and invited them?
Promoting outside the chapter or region also applies to awards and honors. Awards committees at
all levels should make notification part of their process. In most cases, it could be as simple as
telling the recipient's boss about the award. My preference would be to use a card or a letter, but
even an email would work. For more important awards, a press release could be sent to local
newspapers.
Awards acknowledge the contributions of members within the organization, but they also can be a
positive influence on members' careers.
© 2017, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://swconstructivethoughts.blogspot.com/
For more information…
Historians Protest New Enola Gay Exhibit http://bit.ly/2oNiwfl
Pink cap exhibit http://s.si.edu/2pqf2Dz
History of the Weihsien camp www.weihsien-paintings.org/index.htm

The growing concern with vapor intrusion
by Wesley Robb

[1]Petroleum hydrocarbons and
chlorinated solvents can be present in
the soil, groundwater, or soil vapor.
These chemical vapors can make their
way into a building’s habitable zone,
having a severe negative impact on a
space’s indoor air quality (IAQ).
Mitigation systems help.

Photos courtesy Vapor Mitigation

In extreme cases, vapors may accumulate in dwellings or occupied buildings to levels that
may pose near-term safety hazards (e.g. explosion) or acute health effects. This occurs
when there is a migration of chemical-containing vapor from a subsurface source into an
overlying building.
At various sites, manufactured chemicals such as petroleum hydrocarbons and chlorinated
solvents can be present in the soil, groundwater, or soil vapor. These chemical vapors can
make their way into a building’s habitable zone, having a severe negative impact on a
space’s indoor air quality (IAQ). The issue of vapor intrusion has become a major
consideration for both site-selectors choosing a location for development and architects
designing a building.
The types of chemicals of particular concern are:
 volatile organic compounds (VOCs), such as trichloroethylene (TCE);
 semi-volatile organic compounds, such as naphthalene; and

petroleum hydrocarbons, such as gasoline.
So what does this mean?
Properties being developed or currently occupied by buildings on contaminated soil,
groundwater, or soil vapor, or are adjacent to properties similarly contaminated, require the
evaluation of the vapor intrusion pathway. Typical businesses associated with the risk of
vapor intrusion are dry cleaners, printers, manufacturers, automobile repair shops, and
gasoline/service stations. Should an evaluation determine there is a risk for the migration of
contaminated vapor into the indoor air of those existing or planned structures, it is
necessary to consider how that can be mitigated. At this point, the architect must consider
the inclusion of a vapor mitigation barrier.

As of late, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has paid particularly close
attention to TCE due to findings this industrial solvent poses potential human health
hazards, including cancer. Of notable concern is the possibility fetal heart defects may
result if pregnant women are exposed to TCE in their earliest stages of gestation. Mitigation
systems have proven to be effective in proactively diverting dangerous vapors from
entering a building.
Chemical vapor barriers are not to be confused with standard moisture barriers (often
simply referred to as ‘vapor barriers’). The latter is designed to keep moisture out of a
building in an attempt to reduce the potential for mold, which can also be a health risk, and
water damage. Chemical vapor barriers, on the other hand, are designed to not degrade or
allow penetration of vapor phase chemicals. The fact moisture barriers are often described
as ‘vapor barriers’ in the industry can lead to confusion.

[2]It is important for architects and their environmental
consultants to perform their due diligence on a site before
specifying a chemical vapor barrier

Generally, there are two approaches to the construction of a vapor mitigation system. One
such option consists of the installation of a polyethylene or polyolefin tarp product.
Another, more advanced construction product uses a spray-applied composite membrane in
addition to specified tarp materials to provide the spray material a substrate on which to
adhere. The polyethylene/polyolefin barrier materials are often recycled from postconsumer products that can make them less expensive. However, in the absence of a sprayapplied composite membrane, these barriers are often difficult to seal around penetrating
uprights and slab perimeters.
Those vapor mitigation systems employing a combination of specified tarp materials and a
spray-applied composite membrane have the advantage of superior sealing at tarp seams,
upright penetrations, and slab perimeters. Often, installation of these vapor mitigation
systems is conducted only by manufacturer-trained installers. Additionally, these products
can include a warranty that is only enforceable when the installation is inspected by a
manufacturer-trained inspector, who certifies the thickness of the spray-applied composite
material and confirms the effectiveness of the barrier as demonstrated by a smoke test. The
choice between these two approaches will depend on the assessment of the risk for vapor
intrusion and the acceptable risk level of the responsible party to potential litigation.

5 Ways to Recycle Your Old Furniture

Reprinted from the July 7, 201 Edition of the Green Home Guide, Author: Erich Lawson,
Northern California Compactors, Inc.,

Furniture
Did you know that most of the furniture used in homes and offices can be recycled? Many
people already recycle common household materials such as paper, plastic, cans or glass
bottles, but there are numerous ways to recycle your old furniture as well. Millions of household items are sent to landfills every year, and recycling will help in bringing this number
down.
Here is a rundown of several ways you can recycle old furniture, instead of just kicking it to
the curb for the trash truck to pick up:

1. Donate the item.
If you don’t need your old furniture, donate it to charity or give it to someone who needs it.
There are several websites, such as Freecycle, that allow you to list unwanted items that people can collect from you if they are interested. You can also ask a store like Goodwill or Salvation Army to pick it up, or you can take it to their store location and drop it off.

2. Sell the item.
If you're planning to get rid of some other items, add your furniture to a garage sale or neighborhood yard sale event. You'll generate some cash while also ensuring the rocking chair or
dresser you've outgrown has a new home. Just make sure they're still in usable condition.
You can also sell your furniture on websites such as Craiglist.

3. Refinish or reupholster it.
Before you decide to get rid of it, consider refinishing your furniture to get a brand new look.
Take the furniture to a professional restoration expert or go the DIY route. Use a little imagination and turn your old furniture into something new and amazing. Put on shiny new paint, or
go the opposite route and get a vintage look by creating an artfully cracked or distressed look.
For old couches and chairs, consider reupholstering the pieces with a fresh new fabric.

4. Repurpose it.
Some creative ways to repurpose your old furniture:
Use a ladder to hang towels or blankets.
Reinventing an old door as a headboard for your bed.
Repurpose a wooden packing crate as a side table to stack magazines.
Reuse old lockers as shoe storage.
Elevate your mattress with wood pallets.
Use old travel trunks as bedside tables, coffee tables, side tables or display pieces.

5. Recycle it.
You can recycle the material of the furniture itself. If it’s made of wood, metal or some other
recyclable material, you can take it straight to your nearest large recycling bin or community
recycling facility.

It is important for architects and their environmental consultants to perform their due
diligence on a site before specifying a chemical vapor barrier. The lack of a vapor
mitigation system where it is needed, or the installation of an inadequate one, can lead to
unwanted litigation and may put the health of the building occupants at risk.

[3]Wesley Robb is the director of technical strategies and applications at Vapor Mitigation
Strategies, a Wellington Environmental Company. He has 23 years of environmental field
and laboratory experience, including several years of soil vapor sampling and analyses.
Since joining Wellington in 2004, Robb has managed onsite activities of various kinds,
including underground storage tank removals, soil remediation, Phase I investigations,
and vapor/soil/groundwater sampling. He can be reached at
wes@vapormitigationstrategies.com[4].
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Chapter Website:

http://littlerock.csinet.org/
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Chapter Meeting Day and Time:

2nd Tuesday of Each Month unless otherwise
specified by the Chapter President

Chapter Board Meeting Day and Time:

1st Friday of each Month unless otherwise
specified by Chapter President
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Vice President:
Secretary:
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Directors
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Education

Garrett Shaffer, CSI
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Clark Wood, CSI
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David Bradke, CSI
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Zac Corbitt, CSI
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Katherine Flowers, CSI
Tyler Newton, CSI-EP
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Tiffany Henry
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Jeff Lisenby, CSI
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Not Applicable
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Michael L. Sanders,
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Jan Sanders, FCSI
Karl Hansen, CSI
Billly Mathis, CSI,
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Billy Mathis, CSI,
CDT
Billy Mathis, CSI,
CDT
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